now. Another fair, in San Diego this time, had set up Mexico-Spanish for
another run for another cycle of thirty years. The mode was busy making
pretty pictures thus—and anywhere at all. Main Tig pretty pictures cheap,
getting 'art and decoration' in to prettify the little plastered caverns. They
made them * comfortable' by piling pillows up and stuffing the interiors
with 'overstuffed' furniture.
During all the several years I had been trying to get substantial work
out there in Anglicor no reality could be seen in any building where the
house owners or the builders were themselves 'art-conscious' or where
they were socially amenable for that matter. Every time I thought I had a
client, I found the client had nothing except that he really had me.
That desert of shallow effects I All curiously alike in their quite serious
attempts to be original or * different'. But more plain surface was gradu-
ally coming in sight—always a relief. But the same old lack of thought
was to be seen everywhere. Taste—taste, taste, the usual matter of
ignorance—had moved toward simplicity a little, but thought or feeling
for integrity had not entered into any of this architecture. All was flatu-
lent or fraudulent with a cheap opulence. Tawdry Spanish medievalism
was now rampant. What would such taste for effects be tomorrow? Some
other inane reaction with the same dreadfully significant insignificance.
Oh, yes. Undoubtedly.
WHAT FORM?
Soon began the gnawing of the old hunger for reality. I saw no escape
from reality. I had not yet descended to make believe. Could I go deeper
now? I could.
Always the desire to get some system of building construction as a basis
for architecture was my objective—niy hope. There never was, there is no
architecture otherwise, I believe.
What form? Well, let the form come. Form would come in time if a
sensible, feasible system of building-construction would only come first.
What about the concrete block? It was the cheapest (and ugliest) thing in
the building world. It lived mostly in the architectural gutter as an imita-
tion of 'rock face' stone. Why not see what could be done with that gutter-
rat? Steel welded to it by casting rods inside the pints of the blocks them-
selves and the whole brought into some broad, practical scheme of general
treatment, why would k not be fit for a new phase of our modem architec-
ture? It might be permanent, noble, beautiful. It would be cheap.
There should be many phases of architecture equally modem.
All that imagination needed to make such a scheme feasible architec-
ture was a plastic medium where steel would enter into iBtert mass as ten-
ale strength. Concrete was the inert mass and would take compression.
Concrete is a plastic material—susceptible to the impress of imagination.
I saw a Hnd of weaving coming out of it. Why not weave a kind of build-
ing? Then I saw the shell. Shells with steel inlaid in item. Or steel for
warp and masonry units for woof in the weaving, ,For block-size—say
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